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In alignment with Oregon State University’s Strategic 
Plan, Enterprise Risk Services dedicates its services 
to the stewardship of the human, fiscal and physical 
resources which are entrusted to OSU. Our mission 
endeavors to empower the greater OSU community 
to continually assess and effectively manage risk, 
preserve and strengthen OSU’s human, physical and 
reputational resources.

Comprised of Risk Management, Environmental 
Health and Safety and Emergency Management, 
Enterprise Risk Services is charged with an extensive 
arena of service functions to Oregon State University.  
These programs perform a myriad of risk-reducing 
activities, including:

•  Extensive risk assessment and introduction of 
    mitigating risk controls to effectively and safely 
    manage events and programs

• Contractual advice to assist with OSU Procurement, 
   Construction and Research activities

•  Increased training and education in lab safety, 
    regulatory compliance and best practices in the 
    areas of chemical, biological and radiation safety

•  Ongoing training and reviews regarding 
    Occupational Health, Environmental Safety and Fire 
    and Life Safety

•  Expansion of Emergency Management training 
    across departments with the creation of Emergency 
    Operations Plans

•  Leadership and management of the OSU Incident 
    Management Team to ensure OSU’s ability to 
    quickly manage emergency events which may 
    occur and to ensure the continuity of the University 
    and its mission  after an event has occurred.

Effective management of Oregon State University’s 
risks may not be performed within a singular 
department, to do so requires a university-wide 
collaborative effort. As such, Enterprise Risk works 
in concert with (and wishes to thank!) the Office of 
General Counsel, the Compliance Office, the Office of 
Audit Services, Procurement and Contracting, Real 
Property, and many additional departments and 
leaders that there is not enough room to name here. 

Further, the staff of Enterprise Risk Services properly 
deserve recognition for the amazing service they 
perform on behalf of Oregon State University. All are 
dedicated, professional, and willing to make all efforts 
necessary to ensure the safety of OSU staff, students 
and visitors. Their daily dedication deserves may 
greatest praise. 

We all look forward to continual and increased service 
to Oregon State University. 

-Patrick Hughes, J. D., CRIS

LETTER FROM THE 
CHIEF RISK OFFICER
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GENERAL
LIABILITY
General liability insurance provides protection from third party claims for bodily injury and associated medical costs if 
injuries occur due to negligence on the part of the university and/or if damages are caused by OSU employees to the 
property of others resulting from wrongful or negligent acts. 

Under the general liability program, OSU is self-insured as a member of Public Universities Risk Management and 
Insurance Trust (PURMIT), formally OUS Risk Management Fund, Effective 7/1/2016, PURMIT’s self-insured retention 
changed to $500,000 per occurrence from $1,000,000 per occurrence. During FY14, OSU had a $5,000 deductible per 
occurrence to PURMIT. In FY15 and FY16, the deductible was changed to $100,000 per occurrence.

EXPOSURE
premises and operations liability

products and completed operations liability

personal and advertising injury liability

medical payments.

Utilization of risk assessments can reduce the risks of different events and activities on and off campus. 
Training to identify possible exposure may eliminate risks. 
Facilities maintenance may reduce injury exposures.

ISSUES IDENTIFIED

Bodily injury and property damage liability, which includes:

Potential claims may come from members of the general public, students, and visitors.
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CLAIMS

RISK CONTROL

Between FY14 - FY16, there were 25 General Liability 
claims with a a total incurred cost of $654,078. The total 
incurred cost is the estimated final cost of the claim, and 
is the sum of the paid costs plus the outstanding reserve. 
Only 7 of 25 claims exceeded $5,000. In FY16, though only 
9 claims were filed, there was a spike in the total incurred 
cost due to the expected cost of some of these claims.

Frequency and Severity of
General Liability claims

FY14 - FY16 valued as of 6.30.16

Cause of 
General Liability Claims

FY14 - FY16 valued as of 6.30.16

$5
40

,7
72

$3
4,

74
9

$7
8,

55
7

FY14

Total Incurred Cost Number of Claims

FY16FY15

9

7

9

Continue with education of risk assessment tool 
utilization by event/activity coordinators.

Effective claims management resulted in timely closure 
of claims and reduced financial impact.

Increase use of Liability Waivers for activities that 
present a higher level of risk.

Require contractors or events occurring  
on OSU property to have the appropriate  
insurance coverage.

Educate OSU units regarding use of the  
Conditions of Volunteer Service Form.

Monitoring of event registration to ensure alcohol 
registration for events is conducted.

Increase the use of background checks for personnel in 
sensitive positions.

Continue to review grounds use permits.

$632,938

$16,500

$4,640

Bodily 
Injury

Personal
Injury

Third Party
Property Damage
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EDUCATORS
LEGAL LIABILITY
The Educators Legal Liability insurance policy provides coverage for the university’s errors and omissions and 
employment practices liability. This coverage protects against potential claims related to discrimination, retaliation, 
employment practices, tenure denial, educational malpractice, and violation of intellectual property rights.

Under the Educators Legal Liability program, OSU is a self-insured member of PURMIT. Effective 7/1/2016, PURMIT’s 
self-insured retention changed to $500,000 per occurrence from $1,000,000 per occurrence. During FY14, OSU 
had a $5,000 deductible per occurrence to PURMIT. In FY15 and FY16, the deductible was changed to $100,000  
per occurrence.

EXPOSURE

Additional supervisor/manager training on appropriate and lawful employment practices would be  
beneficial and training regarding when particular scenarios may bring rise to a claim. Need for additional  
communication tools to make resources easily accessible.

ISSUES IDENTIFIED

Claims may result when a faculty member, employee or student employee files a formal complaint, tort 
claim or lawsuit.
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CLAIMS

RISK CONTROL

Between FY14 - FY16, there were 25 Educators Legal Liability Claims with a total incurred cost of $1,302,991. These 
costs are inclusive of any settlement and outside legal counsel fees, but do not include costs incurred in payroll hours 
by OSU Office of General Counsel. It should be noted though many claims came to a resolution without incurring 
actual dollar claim costs, significant time and payroll were spent to defend and/or resolve the matters.

Frequency and Severity of
Educators Legal Liability Claims
FY14 - FY16 valued as of 6.30.16

$6
45

,4
03

$3
65

,5
19

$2
92

,0
69

FY14

Total Incurred Cost Number of Claims

FY16FY15

13

6 6

United Educators, one of University insurers, has training 
available for students and employees, which is now 
accessible through the Risk Management website.

Cause of Educators Legal
Liability Claims

FY14 - FY16 valued as of 6.30.16

Other

Retaliation

Discrimination 
& Retaliation

Discrimination
$602,548$45,605

$152,250

$502,588
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AUTOMOBILE 
LIABILITY
Automobile liability provides coverage for bodily injury and property damage caused by the use of owned, hired and 
non-owned vehicles while on university business.

Under the Educators Legal Liability program, OSU is a self-insured member of PURMIT. Effective 7/1/2016, PURMIT’s self-
insured retention changed to $500,000 per occurrence from $1,000,000 per occurrence. During FY14, OSU had a $5,000 
deductible per occurrence to PURMIT. In FY15 and in FY16 OSU changed the deductible to $100,000 per occurrence.

EXPOSURE
Claims can result when another party incurs bodily injury from an accident/collision caused by an OSU 
employee or when another party’s property (typically another vehicle) is damaged by OSU.

Increase insurance education to employees on vehicle usage for University business and the protection of 
personal property while in a university vehicle.

Provide education on actions to take at the scene of an accident/collision to aid in the claim investigation 
(e.g. take photos, obtain drivers’ insurance information, collect witness contact information). 

ISSUES IDENTIFIED
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CLAIMS
Between FY14 - FY16, there were 36 auto liability claims with a total incurred cost of $99,981.

RISK CONTROLFrequency and Severity of
Automobile Liability Claims

FY14 - FY16 valued as of 6.30.16
$6

2,
00

5

$2
4,

05
3

$1
3,

92
3

FY14

Total Incurred Cost Number of Claims

FY16FY15

12

17

7

Continue to complete Motor Vehicle Checks,
when appropriate.

Driver authorization required to be eligible to rent
a University vehicle.

Van safety training requirement for 8 or 12 passenger vans.

Requiring contractors to have appropriate  
insurance coverage.

Develop claims training to place on the Risk
Management website explaining the steps to take in the 
event of an accident/collision.

Updated the Accident Report Packet and distributed for 
all university vehicles.
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LICENSED  
PROFESSIONAL LIABILITY
Licensed Professional Liability insurance provides protection for employed licensed professionals providing services 
and/or products under a professional license such as veterinarians, medical professionals*, architects, and engineers; 
this insurance covers claims filed for negligence, misrepresentation, and errors or omissions. 

Under the licensed professional liability policy, OSU is self-insured as a member of PURMIT up to $250,000 per 
occurrence. During FY14, OSU had a $5,000 deductible per occurrence to PURMIT. In FY15 and FY16, the deductible 
was changed to$100,000 per occurrence.

EXPOSURE
Potential Claims can arise out of professional services performed for the University:

               at the Veterinary Hospital

  by employed architects and engineers

  by medical professionals*

 *Depending on whether the medical professional is serving the public or serving the OSU community only,different policies 
 are in effect (e.g. general liability, licensed professional liability and student practicum).

Training and risk assessments needed at department level to ensure understanding of risk exposure and  
claim management. 
 
Need for annual identification of OSU employees working under licenses.

ISSUES IDENTIFIED
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CLAIMS

RISK CONTROL

Between FY14-FY16, there were 12 licensed professional 
liability claims with a total incurred cost of $20,557.

Frequency and Severity of
Licensed Professional  

Liability Claims
FY14 - FY16 valued as of 6.30.16

$1
4,

55
7

$6
,0

00

$0

FY14

Total Incurred Cost Number of Claims

FY16FY15

4 4 4

Risk Management collaborates with departments
to review cases in an effort to improve processes
and procedures to ensure claims are filed, adjusted, and 
settled appropriately.

Provide additional training on policy specific coverages 
and risk control options.

Risk assessments with departments.
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PROPERTY
INSURANCE
Property insurance provides protection against risks of physical loss or damage to university property. It is activated 
when there is a loss or damage caused by fire, water, flood, wind, earthquake, severe weather, vandalism, and other 
specified events. The definition of “property” includes physical items such as buildings, building contents, vehicles, 
mobile equipment and research animals; and/or lost income and business interruption due to a physical loss or damage.

OSU is self-insured as a member of PURMIT for up to $250,000 per occurence. The property program has a $500 
million limit of liability with lower sub-limits for earthquake and flood damages. During FY14, OSU had a $5,000 
deductible per occurrence to PURMIT, which was increased to $100,000 per occurrence for FY15 and FY16.

EXPOSURE
$2.837 billion in total insurable value for building and contents (property).

647 vehicles, 235 pieces of mobile equipment and 440 motorcycles and scooters.

$3.3 million in research animals.

In FY16, there were two claims related to steam releases that caused damage, as well as a breach in the steam tunnel. In 
one instance, a specialized piece of equipment was impacted that required testing to ensure integrity. 
 
Greater utilization needed of plan review service provided by property insurance company.

ISSUES IDENTIFIED
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CLAIMS

RISK CONTROL

Between FY14-FY16, there were 74 property claims with a total incurred cost of $2,448,027. The top two causes of 
property claims were weather and equipment failure. These claims represent 26% of the number of claims and 84% of 
the total incurred costs.

Frequency and Severity of
Property Claims

FY14 - FY16 valued as of 6.30.16

Cause of Property Claims
FY14 - FY16 valued as of 6.30.16

$1
,2

25
,4

47

$6
58

,2
33

$5
64

,3
47

FY14 FY16FY15

16

31

27

Total Incurred Cost Number of Claims

Formalizing the procedures to prepare for a severe 
winter storm and testing such procedures will ready 
staff to respond quickly to prevent property damage.

In FY16, seismic gas shutoff valves were installed 
on an additional 12 buildings, which are designed to 
automatically stop the flow of natural gas into buildings 
in the event of an earthquake. Installation of these 
valves reduces the maximum foreseeable loss on 
buildings and contents by over $1 billion. Since June 
2014, seismic gas shutoff valves have been installed on 
72 buildings.

Weather
Equipment

Failure

Human
Error

Other

Plumbing
Electrical

$1,463,161$584,999

$206,181

$22,884

$162,636
$8,166
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SPECIALTY
INSURANCE
Oregon State University purchases a number of additional lines of insurance coverage, some of which are considered 
specialty lines. Though not all are mentioned in this report, key policies include: Intercollegiate Sports, Fine Art, Marine, 
Marine Subsea (Over-the-Side), Non-owned and Owned Aviation, Nuclear, Camps and Clinics and coverage for Team 
Oregon. The limits of liability vary per policy.

Fine Art insurance provides protection from damage to 
artwork, such as paintings, sculptures, prints, and  
manuscripts. The insurance covers fine art while in a 
permanent location, such as museum, library or  
building, as well as in transit or while loaned to others. 
In FY16, there was one claim for $1500.

FINE ART

As of 10/14/2014, OSU purchased a policy that covers 
cyber, privacy and network liabilities, inclusive of data 
breaches and any required notification, credit 
monitoring, defense, fines and penalties. In FY16 no 
claims were filed.

CYBER

Four separate policies provide protection for the 25 
scheduled marine vessels. The policies cover physical 
damage, liability and pollution while in the water. One 
policy also provides protection for damage to OSU  
Crew racing shells. In FY16 there were no claims.

MARINE
The Radiation Center is home to the OSU TRIGA  
Reactor. OSU has nuclear liability coverage for bodily 
injury or offsite property damage caused by a nuclear 
energy hazard release. In addition, OSU has nuclear 
workers’ compensation coverage which insures for 
employee bodily injury due to a nuclear energy hazard 
exposure at the nuclear facility. In FY16, there were no 
claims filed against either policy.

NUCLEAR

Foreign Liability insurance provides commercial  
general liability insurance, employee benefits liability 
and contingent excess auto liability for claims  
occurring outside of the United States. In FY16, no 
claims were filed. 

FOREIGN

The Marine Subsea (Over-the-Side) policy covers 
scientific instruments and equipment that are aboard 
a vessel and those submersed into water as part of a 
research expedition. This policy is deployment specific 
and departments or programs must register with OSU 
Risk Management for the coverage in advance of each 
deployment, as the insurance carrier must approve 
coverage. During the 2015-16 policy year, there were 15 
deployments and three claims, which totaled $325,000.

MARINE SUBSEA
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OSU has three daycare facilities across campus that 
provide child care services for 176 children. A daycare 
accident policy has been purchased to provide 
protection for this exposure. In FY16, there were no 
claims filed against this policy.

DAYCARE

Continue to identify procedures to provide ways to 
mitigate or transfer risk and allow special programs, 
events and activities to occur safely.

RISK CONTROL

Intercollegiate Athletics insurance provides 
medical coverage for injuries sustained by  
intercollegiate athletes during play, practice or  
transit. These claims are adjusted by the insurance 
carrier and managed by OSU Athletics.

INTERCOLLEGIATE
ATHLETICSA separate educator’s professional liability policy and 

excess policy is purchased for Team Oregon. Team 
Oregon provides motorcycle safety training for Oregon 
residents who are seeking a motorcycle endorsement 
or who are interested in building better riding skills.
During the 2015 policy year, the program had 11,208 
participants who enrolled in one of the five classes. 
During the 2015 policy year, there were 5 claims with 
a total incurred of $16,039.

TEAM OREGON

Non-owned aviation liability insurance covers claims 
arising out of the use of rented or chartered aircraft 
(aircraft not owned by the university.) The university 
also has owned aviation liability and hull coverage. 
In FY16, the university owned two aircraft, a Cessna 
182P and Cessna T-210; the Cessna 182P was sold on 
4/27/2016. In FY16, there were no claims filed against 
either policy.

NON-OWNED &
OWNED AVIATION

Camps and clinics insurance is a primary insurance  
policy that covers accident medical expense benefits 
for participants, who are generally not affiliated with 
the University, of short-term events, activities and 
camps; examples may include sports or science camps, 
student club outings and OSU trips or tours for adults. In 
calendar year 2015, there were 109 camps with 6,453 
participants.

CAMPS & CLINICS
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INTERNATIONAL 
TRAVEL
Effective April 1, 2016, the cost of the travel insurance for those traveling internationally on behalf of OSU (faculty, 
staff, employees, student employees, and volunteers) is centrally funded. There are some insurance policy exclusions; 
when these arise, the traveler is informed immediately and alternatives are offered (some of which may incur a 
department charge).

This policy offers $200,000 lifetime medical maximum per covered accident/sickness; evacuation due to security/
political unrest, natural disasters, emergency medical situations; trip interruption and cancellation benefits; and 
24/7-travel, safety and security assistance services. This coverage is available at $2.00 per person per day.

EXPOSURE
Claims can result when an employee who is traveling internationally has an accident, becomes ill, or needs to 
be evacuated due to security/political unrest or a natural disaster.

REGISTERED TRAVELERS*
& COUNTRIES VISITED

# of Employees Who 
Registered International 

Trip

* This data does not incorporate the number of travelers who purchase the Travel Accident and Sickness Plan 
through the OSU Division of International Programs.

Purchased Supplemental 
Insurance

FY14 Canada

Taiwan 47

44

43

40

40

FY15 China

Italy

FY16 France

283386

494573

490680

Registered Travelers & Countries Visited Top 5 Visited Countries in FY16
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ISSUES IDENTIFIED RISK CONTROL
Not all employees traveling internationally 
register their trip with Risk Management, but 
more have; and the blanket policy addresses 
coverage for nearly all travelers.

Employees are advised to consult the U.S. 
Department of State website for travel 
alerts/warnings, enroll in the Smart Traveler 
Enrollment Program (STEP) and obtain  
immunizations and documents for the country 
of travel.Some employees travel to locations for which 

the U.S. Department of State and Centers for 
Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) have 
issued a travel warning without a thorough 
assessment or risk management plan. 

Implementation of a blanket travel insurance 
policy and central funding for those traveling 
on behalf of OSU has reduced financial barriers 
and provided more travelers with the insurance 
coverage.A small number of employees travel to countries 

that are specifically excluded from the Travel 
Accident and Sickness Plan. Travel insurance 
for such countries may be available for an 
additional premium.

Risk Management contacts employees  
traveling internationally who will be visiting 
countries on the travel warning list and 
discusses the risks and the importance of an 
emergency plan.Employees are traveling to remote and/or 

unpredictable locations without an  
emergency plan.

Risk Management collaborates with General 
Counsel and Export Control & International 
Compliance when travel is planned to  
countries on government watch lists or when 
export control issues may exist

Developed an online tool to deliver insurance ID 
cards immediately.

The University is nearing finalization of an 
International Travel Policy that encompasses all 
international travel.

Opportunity to provide information 
including insurance ID cards in a more  
timely manner.
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WORKERS’ 
COMPENSATION
Workers’ Compensation protects workers by paying for medical treatment and lost wages that arise out of or in the 
course of employment. It also protects employers by shielding them from liability lawsuits that could result from work 
related injuries or illnesses to employees and subject workers. OSU’s Workers’ Compensation coverage is provided by 
the State Accident Insurance Fund (SAIF) and has a four-part test for eligibility to determine if an injured person meets 
the definition of a subject worker under Workers’ Compensation law.

EXPOSURE
All employees, inclusive of faculty, classified staff, graduate assistants, student employees and OSU 
temporary employees. Additional people receiving remuneration through OSU may also meet the 
definition of a subject worker, and may be eligible for workers’ compensation benefits.

Cause of Workers’ Compensation Claims
FY14 - FY16 valued as of 6.30.16

Fall/Slip

Motor

Struck

Misc.

Other

Strain

$536,261

$20,326

$187,882

$245,957

$86,826

$571,085
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Effective May 1, 2016, the Employer-at-Injury Program 
(EAIP) wage reimbursements have crossed the one 
million dollar mark for the University, with a total of 
$1,019,551.26 in total reimbursements received since 
May 1, 2006. SAIF has recognized OSU as having one of 
the highest Employer-at-Injury Program (EAIP) wage 
reimbursement agencies state.

EAIP is an early return to work program to encourage 
employers to bring injured employees back into the 
workplace through transitional work. OSU is eligible to 
receive up to 45% return of wages when the employee 
returns to work in a modified work work assignment. 

FY16 Claims are considered “green” or not fully developed, 
and are expected to increase as claims mature.

SUCCESSES ISSUES IDENTIFIED

RISK CONTROL
Finalize policies and procedures related to work-
ers’ compensation areas, such as early return 
to work, reemployment/reinstatement, and 
propose for final approval.

Develop comprehensive reports to provide claim 
data to Departments and Colleges.

Work with Environmental Health & Safety staff 
to identify safety and health risks for known 
injury causes.

Schedule targeted trainings with departments 
based on accident reporting trend and/or high 
risk activities.

Greater utilization of the EAIP assistance as 
it relates to purchases of tools, equipment, 
and other work site modifications to facilitate 
employee early return-to-work.

Increased claims reviews with SAIF to ensure 
proper and prompt claims handling.

FY14 FY16FY15

172

Total Incurred Cost Number of Claims

$3
43

,0
68

$4
13

,7
37

$8
91

,5
34

220
219

Total # Of 
Claims

# Time Loss 
Claims

Total Incurred
Cost

611 102 $1,648,339

Frequency and Severity of
Workers’ Compensation Claims
FY14 - FY16 valued as of 6.30.16
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BIOLOGICAL 
SAFETY PROGRAM
Biological Safety provides guidance on practices to minimize health and environmental consequences related to 
biological agents used in research and teaching within the university community.Programs implementing University 
policy and recognized best practices have been established to protect the health and safety of students, faculty, 
and staff; protect managed and natural ecosystems; and to meet regulatory requirements of Occupational Safety 
and Health Administration, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, USDA Animal and Plant Health Inspection 
Service, and the National Institutes of Health. 

Biological Safety supports the Institutional Biosafety Committee by serving as the administrator, the Institutional 
Animal Care and Use Committee as a voting member, and coordinates with the Institutional Review Board and the 
International Compliance Office. Programs have been established to provide a central registry of potentially hazardous 
microbial agents and other hazardous biological materials, oversight of recombinant and synthetic nucleic acid 
research, and to control exposures to bloodborne pathogens, zoonotic and other agents of disease.

EXPOSURE
All personnel handling infections agents, human source materials, or recombinant nucleic acids are required 
to receive training.

Oregon Public Health Regulations require autoclaves that are used to decontaminate potentially infectious 
wastes to be regularly tested by challenge with live endospores.

The RAIL facility is a Biosafety Level 3(BSL-3) facility with stringent operational requirements to meet federal 
regulations.

All research with recombinant or synthetic nucleic acids, infectious agents, and human source materials 
must meet various requirements for review, training, safe work practices and facility requirements. 
Biological Safety oversees this compliance.

OSHA requires annual training, vaccination and specific work practices and equipment for the protection of 
workers who may be at risk of contracting a bloodborne pathogen such as HIV or hepatitis viruses B and C.

Compliance with the federal Select Agent Regulations is required for universities and other entities that 
possess or use pathogens deemed possible agents of bioterrorism, and include extensive requirements for 
training, security, biosafety and emergency response.

All individuals who handle animals or are exposed to animal secretions, blood or body fluids are subject to the 
Animal Exposure Occupational Health Program
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FY15 FY16FY14

Animal 
Handler Other Bloodborne

Pathogen
Lab Biosafety/

BBP

109

234 275
190 156

234320

403
445

413

487

667

Training Conducted

SUCCESSES

48 New program registrations were reviewed and 
approved by the IBC.

144

445
 Research workers trained in didactic and 
hands-on laboratory biosafety and blood borne 
pathogen training. 

275 Staff trained on bloodborne pathogens.

75 Students in Athletic Training Program trained on 
bloodborne pathogens.

190 Students trained on safety topics specific to Vet-
erinary Medicine and College of Public Health.

Campus autoclaves tested.

EH&S support is crucial in assisting biological laboratories 
with regulatory and safety compliance. 

Laboratory inspections have identified an opportunity 
to improve practices related to personal protective 
equipment use, waste management and working safely in 
OSU laboratories. 

There is a need to retrofit and/or renovate some of the 
aging infrastructure in many OSU labs.

ISSUES IDENTIFIED

RISK CONTROL
Continue to partner with OSU Occupational Medicine to 
conduct risk assessments for persons subject to Animal 
Exposure Occupational Health Program.

The Biological Safety office offers room sterilization using 
vaporized hydrogen peroxide (VHP) technology, by 
request. This procedure can be performed safely in any 
room or other space between 1060 and 8800 cubic feet, 
provided it can be adequately sealed.

Provides various training courses for students, faculty 
and staff, both in person and online, on topics such 
as Animal Handling (online), Laboratory Biosafety, 
Bloodborne Pathogens, Safety in Veterinary Medicine, 
NIH Guidelines and general Laboratory Safety (both 
online). Special training is provided to workers who are 
listed on the OSU Select Agent Registration on Security, 
Emergency Response, BSL-3 Biosafety and Agent-
Specific Training.

The Biological Safety office supplies kits, tracks the 
location, ownership and testing results for campus 
autoclaves in a secure database.

The Institutional Biosafety Committee is required as a 
condition of research funding from the National Insti-

tutes of Health (NIH), and is charged with implementing 
the requirements of the NIH Guidelines for Research In-
volving Recombinant or Synthetic Nucleic Acids and re-
viewing research with pathogens of humans, animals or 
plants to ensure the safety and containment procedures 
are adequate to protect personnel and the environment. 
Biological Safety provides administrative support for the 
committee, conducts required facility inspections, and 
provides training for research principal investigators, 

students and staff.
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CHEMICAL &  
LABORATORY SAFETY
The chemical and laboratory safety program seeks to minimize chemical hazards to faculty, staff, and students while 
facilitating laboratory operations, research and teaching efforts, and maintaining compliance with federal, state, and 
local regulations. While most chemical safety regulations were written for industrial or manufacturing environments, 
the University’s diverse research and teaching settings create unique operational challenges. Due to a diverse array of 
chemicals and work settings, EH&S staff must work creatively to assist the campus community to ensure the health 
and safety of personnel and to maintain compliance with regulations. 

EXPOSURE
OSU has approximately 2,700 laboratory spaces that use or store hazardous chemicals. 

Chemicals used or stored range from relatively non-hazardous to potentially life-threatening. 

Methods of storage, and how chemicals are used and disposed of can carry significant health and  
regulatory implications. 

Actual or potential releases of hazardous chemicals pose safety risks to laboratory personnel if not  
adequately controlled and mitigated. 

Improper management of chemicals can also carry regulatory liability for the University in the form of monetary 
penalties and citations, jeopardizing operating permits, loss of grant funding, and negative  
publicity and its associated impacts. 

Formalization and policy for each department or laboratory to have an assigned safety coordinator could help internalize 
the safety effort and assist faculty with their laboratory’s health and safety plans. 

A Learning Management System (LMS) is needed that identifies the status of laboratory employees (i.e. where do they 
work, for who, and position duties) and helps faculty identify and obtain required training.

ISSUES IDENTIFIED
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SUCCESSES

RISK CONTROL
Meet and exceed Internal Audit recommendations by 
ensuring EH&S and laboratory safety program staffing 
levels are comparable to peer institutions. 

Continue to support a department unit safety  
coordinator concept for departments on campus.

Help support campus development of a Learning  
Management System (LMS) and integrate EH&S’  
extensive training data with the LMS. 

Continue EH&S’ extensive outreach and lab safety  
assessment program to faculty, employees, and safety 
coordinators to promote an increased safety culture on 
campus.

A laboratory safety coat policy and program was 
created to provide laboratory safety coats for all OSU 
laboratory employees at no cost to the departments.

500 Pre-labeled secondary waste containers 
provided for laboratories on campus

Chemical labeling stations are placed within labs, and 
are designed to assist faculty with chemical and waste 
labeling requirements.

A chemical abbreviations system was created  
to assist laboratories with labeling chemical  
containers.

A laboratory decontamination/closure procedure and 
checklist was created to assist laboratory PIs who move 
to different lab spaces.

Continued work with Space Planning to verify total 
building list.

New web-based EHSA database under development and 
in test-site phase.

New website under development and currently  
in test phase.

941

1241
Laboratory spaces received safety  
assessments for the main campus,  
research and extension centers

1943 Laboratory safety trainings completed

1100 Laboratory employees enrolled in OSU’s  
Laboratory Safety Coat Program

771 Emergency eyewash/drench hose
units inspected

Chemical fume hoods inspected

404 Safety showers inspected
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ENVIRONMENTAL
PROTECTION PROGRAM
Environmental resource protection is an important goal of Oregon State University. Environmental Health & Safety 
(EH&S) serves the campus community and helps preserve the surrounding environment by managing air discharges, 
storm water runoff, above ground and underground fuel storage, performing environmental surveys, overseeing site 
cleanups, and wetland mitigation. EH&S assists the campus in compliance with local, state, and federal regulations 
related to the Clean Water Act, the Clean Air Act, and many other environmental regulations.

EXPOSURE
The environmental protection field is highly regulated within the following subprograms, with each program 
possessing specific regulations and permitting agencies:

Increase documentation of all environmental sites and storage tanks and collaborate with Department of 
Environmental Quality for best practices.

Site cleanups are addressed on a case by case basis and, when feasible are incorporated into existing capital projects.

Continuing need for environmental surveys.

ISSUES IDENTIFIED

Air emissions permitting

Underground storage tanks

Spill prevention planning

Site remediation

Waste discharge permitting

Storm water/waste water protection.

Education and Interdisciplinary Research Review

Due Diligence surveys

In addition to regulatory exposure, public health protection is key to a successful environmental resource 
protection program. Discharges from OSU facilities as well as existing environmental conditions are mitigated to 
minimize or eliminate public health issues.
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SUCCESSES

RISK CONTROL
Continual collaboration in the capital planning  
process to identify environmental risk exposures for 
projects.

Maintain close working relationships with OSU  
facility operators.

OSU Energy Center’s state air 
discharge permit is in full  

compliance with regulations.

EH&S continues to support  
OSU’s capital construction program  

with environmental site surveys.

Recent environmental project work 
performed by EH&S occured for the 

following sites:

Motor Pool
Food Innovation Center

Black Cultural Center
OSU Heat Plant

Hatfield Marine Science Center
Strand Agriculture Hall
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FIRE & LIFE
SAFETY
The fire and life safety program at OSU seeks to protect the safety of people and property across the University. 
Programs and policies are implemented to ensure the Oregon Fire and Building codes are complied with, as well as 
both federal and state OSHA codes. Program implementation requires daily effort from EH&S staff and work consists 
of routine and construction inspections, training of personnel, and equipment maintenance and installation. 

EXPOSURE
The fire and life safety program touches every aspect of campus life. All OSU faculty, staff, and students are exposed 
to unsafe conditions if fire prevention is not properly managed. Additionally, approximately 8 million square feet of 
Corvallis campus buildings are exposed to greater loss without a viable fire and life safety management program.

Corrections made by the building occupants and departments after a fire prevention inspection are improving but 
could improve further. EH&S will continue to work with all responsible parties to develop a more rapid follow-up 
process. 

10 buildings on the core campus need an upgrade and/or load test of the exterior fire escapes.

Chemical storage in some buildings has exceeded the mandated occupancy limits and is being addressed.

ISSUES IDENTIFIED
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RISK CONTROL
Continue EH&S follow-up inspections after the initial 
building fire prevention inspections to ensure the 
necessary corrections are made.

Fire escape upgrades for 10 buildings on the  
campus core will be completed by Fall 2016.

Practice fire drills and emergency evacuations.

Focused building fire inspections on chemical  
storage areas that exceed the occupancy limits  
for controlled areas.

SUCCESSES

105

25

On-Campus Fire Safety Inspections.

On-Campus Permits issued.

150+

150+ Over 150 Fire Safety Re-inspections

70 Fire drills for UHDS

25 UHDS Inspections and over 50  
re-inspections.

Conducted an Resident Assistance Fire 
Academy where over 150 resident assistants 
were present.

13

50+  New Construction site inspections

Staffed Fire Safety Info booth at 13 Freshman
START Fairs.

25

2132 Fire extinguishers were inspected monthly.

550 Fire extinguishers were hydrostatically 
tested.

8
Kitchen fire suppression systems 
maintained.

137
Laboratory fire suppression systems 
maintained.

AED units inspected monthly.

10 Off Campus Facilities Inspected

100+ Conducted Fire Safety Training to over 100 
UHDS Food Service Staff.

Conducted a Hall Director Workshop for all 
UHDS Hall Directors.

Supported the OSU Kid Spirit Summer 
camp and educated over 100 

children.

Provided Fire/Life Safety management to 
all OSU home football games as well as the 

beginning of the basketball and baseball 
season.

Supported the OSU Commencement 
Event.
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HAZARDOUS 
WASTE
Extensive teaching and research conducted at OSU results in the generation of chemical, biological or radiological 
wastes. Disposal of this waste is required to be in compliance with all federal, state and local regulations. EH&S 
is notified of and removes these wastes from various locations on campus. Chemical waste is recycled on-site or 
packaged and shipped off campus for disposal to licensed hazardous waste disposal facilities. While there exists a 
myriad of complex laws and regulations governing hazardous waste disposal, EH&S’ goal is to assist the campus 
community in safely handling hazardous wastes while allowing for efficient work flow.

EXPOSURE
OSU has approximately 1,600 laboratory spaces that generate and/or store hazardous wastes.

Most wastes must be removed and shipped from campus every 90 days.

Wastes are picked up by EH&S staff directly from the point of generation.

Wastes can include everything from spent solvents, acids, or gases to used syringes, oil or batteries.

As new buildings are constructed and as teaching and research functions increase at OSU, waste generation increases.

OSU generates a wide variety of hazardous wastes due to the diverse materials used within teaching and research 
settings.

Annual disposal costs fluctuate due to the variable type and volume of wastes generated.

Increased regulatory oversight by state and federal agencies that regulate hazardous waste will continue. 

Need to conduct waste determination in the labs.

Additional education on labeling of wastes for Pls is needed and PI’s will need to be more diligent in labeling and 
storing wastes properly.

ISSUES IDENTIFIED
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RISK CONTROL

Pounds of Disposed Hazardous Waste 
FY14 – FY16 valued as of 6.30.16

Number of Requests for Waste Disposal
FY14 – FY16 valued as of 6.30.16

SUCCESSES

FY14 FY16FY15

79
5

986

79
6

After proper characterization at the point of  
generation, wastes are directly removed by EH&S 

Staff, safely transported to the EH&S Waste 
 Facility, sorted, documented, and shipped for 

final disposal via our waste contractor.

Customers are able to request a waste 
pickup online with most wastes being  

removed within 5 business days.

Safety is increased in the workplace by 
proper handling and disposal of hazardous 

wastes by EH&S trained personnel.

No construction debris was shipped as 
hazardous material in FY16, but laboratory 

waste was up by ~3,000 lbs.

*Additionally, 5,640 lbs were disposed of at six 
Research Stations.

15
3,

56
7

13
3,

43
8

10
5,

67
9*

FY14 FY16FY15

EH&S will be seeking expanded and mandatory training 
for lab staff.

EH&S offers training in hazardous waste and labeling 
requirements for OSU faculty and staff.

EH&S implemented an online training module for
hazardous waste handling.

Weekly audits of the OSU waste handling facility were 
commenced.

Instituted a chemical ReUse Exchange Program for OSU 
faculty and staff to recycle unused chemicals versus 
placing them into the waste stream.

Compliance efforts are focused on OSU’s waste 
handling facility and laboratory spaces where  
hazardous wastes are generated.

Waste determinations are now being conducted at or 
near the point of generation.
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RADIATION
SAFETY
The Radiation Safety Program (RSP) manages all aspects of the use of radioactive materials (RAM) under OSU’s Oregon 
Radioactive Materials License, all registered radiation generating machines (x-ray machines), and oversees OSU’s 
Laser Safety Program for Class 3B and Class 4 lasers. RSP manages these programs under the direction of the OSU 
Radiation Safety Committee. Our goal is to provide safety and control measures in accordance with OSU’s philosophy 
to keep personnel, public and environmental exposures as low as reasonably achievable (ALARA), and to comply with 
local, state and federal regulations. RSP staff are an integrated part of the EH&S team, and committed to an effective 
and comprehensive safety culture at OSU.

OSU’s TRIGA nuclear reactor is under a separate federal license, and is managed by the Reactor Operations Committee 
(ROC) and Radiation Center staff. A RSP staff member maintains a seat on the ROC, to facilitate cooperation and 
coordination between these two separate programs.

INSPECTIONS
Radiation Safety conducts annual inspections of all OSU labs using radioactive material. Compliance checks include 
contamination surveys, proper postings, security, and safety training of lab personnel. 

All x-ray units are inspected annually. Each machine is checked for integrity of radiation shielding and operational 
checks on safety interlocks, and required postings and operator training is verified. In addition to Radiation Safety 
surveys, medical diagnostic machines in Student Health Services and Veterinary Medicine are surveyed annually by 
an outside contractor to verify machine performance is within specifications required by regulations. 

Safety assessments for labs using Class 3b or Class 4 lasers are part of the new Laser Safety Program. Assessments 
include verifying protective eye wear for each type of laser radiation used in the lab, operator training, and lab postings.
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SUCCESSES

RISK CONTROL

The OSU Radiation Safety Committee was designated the oversight committee for the OSU 
Laser Safety Program, which was developed in response to increased use of research tools 
utilizing hazardous laser radiation, recognition of the need for guidance on laser safety for 

researchers using this potentially very hazardous technology, and in anticipation of in-
creased oversight by the state of Oregon of laser safety programs. The OSU Laser Safety 

Manual and Laser Safety Checklist were written to support this program. 

The Radiation Safety Program continues to realign pro-
grams to reflect the changing research environment. 
Radiation Safety staff are streamlining administrative 
processes for managing programs less frequently used 
in today’s research environment such as unsealed 
radioisotopes, and focusing on growing programs that 
need more attention such as laser safety, x-ray ma-
chines, and working with EH&S on the laboratory safety 
assessment program.

The Radiation Safety Program has been making steady 
progress streamlining process to accommodate our 
changing research environment, including changing 
uses of ionizing radiation and significant increase in 
usage of lasers on campus.  In May 2016 the Radiation 
Safety Committee performed the first audit of our new 
laser safety program, addressing the progress made and 
goals for this developing program.

Recent changes to Oregon statutes made use of OSU’s 
dual energy x-ray machine (DXA) much more accessible 
for research use. In 2016 we updated our training 
program for operators of this machine to take advantage 
of these changes.  Radiation Safety is working with 
the OSU IRB and Samaritan Athletic Medical to further 
develop this program.

110

321

348

124

264

105

18

185

6

Active authorizations for use of ionizing radiation

Authorized users of radioactive material

Authorized x-ray machine operators

Authorized operators of class 3B and 4 lasers

Rooms surveyed for radioactive contamination

Sealed sources tested as part of the semi-
annual leak test program

Faculty, staff, and students trained for use of 
radioactive material (non-sealed sources)
Faculty, staff, and students trained online 
for use of lasers, x-ray machines and sealed 
radioactive sources
Online courses developed and maintained by 
Radiation Safety staff

Courses are:

Efficiencies gained:

Refresher training (unsealed)

Nuclear gauge

Sealed sources (non-nuclear gauge)

Analytical x-ray machine

Lasers

Ancillary

29

47

New or amended radiation use authorizations 
processed

Programs audited
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OCCUPATIONAL 
SAFETY
The Occupational Safety Program is responsible for the development and management of programs consistent with 
general industry standards, best practices, and regulations put in place to reduce work-related injuries and illnesses.

The program assists departments in implementing health and safety programs by advising unit safety committees 
and personnel, assessing hazards, investigating reports of unsafe conditions, and assisting in training, instruction, 
and document development.

In addition, the program investigates work-related incidents, provides review and development of University Safety 
Policies and Procedures, serves as liaison to regulators and the workers’ compensation insurance carrier, and analyzes 
trends in an overall effort to pro-actively mitigate occupational hazards.

EXPOSURE
All personnel are required to receive a minimum of initial and recurring duty-specific training.

All power tools and industrial-scale equipment are to be regularly inspected and maintained.

Musculoskeletal disorders resulting from overuse and repetitive motion, and general wear and tear from daily 
activities, both industrial and non-industrial.

Falls from heights, uncontrolled de-energizing of equipment, unguarded machinery, extreme environments, 
welding & related activities and im-proper use/adoption of personal protective equip-ment.

Last extensive inventory and assessment of cranes and hoists conducted in 2003, new assessment is 
 currently in progress.

Current inventory and assessment of powered industrial trucks is underway to ascertain locations and  
training needs.

University policy on Hot Work guidelines have been updated and implemented.

University policy on remote site/field work safety planning and emergency response is underway.

A comprehensive program for accessing building roofs is required.

Development of a University policy and Shop Safety program has been initiated.

Develop and integrate departmental and College level safety advisory groups with the University Health  
& Safety Committee.

ISSUES IDENTIFIED
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SUCCESSES

RISK CONTROL
Continue to support the University Health & Safety 
Committee, as well as provide training opportunities for 
committee members.

Champion fuller integration of local safety ownership 
through committees and/or meetings.

Finalize and implement outstanding policies and programs 
for high risk activities.

Present data analysis to departments in order to better 
determine effective mitigation strategies.

Recruit additional Safety In Motion® /SIM4® Trainers.

EH&S, in partnership with SAIF Corp., is now offering Safety In Motion® (SIM4®) training 
free to all campus employees. SIM4® techniques are proven to reduce physical stress and 
strain, boost balance and strength, and improve productivity. Participants learn to make 
simple, practical changes in the way they reach, lift, carry, push, or pull. These changes 
make most tasks both easier and safer, on or off the job, and improve our quality of life.

Area # of SIM4® Trainers

Number of Employees Trained in 
Safety In Motion® /SIM4® 

UHDS

Vet Med

Outreach & Engagement

Student Health Services

Memorial Union

Rec Sports

Library

Total

Finance & Administration

8

4

3

2

2

1

1

1

22

109 employees and students trained in 
principles of ergonomics and space design 

103 ergonomic assessments of employee
workstations. 

22 Safety In Motion®/SIM4® Trainers 
certified.

503 employees Safety In Motion®/SIM4®
trained.

Previous FY15

Academic
Affairs

Academic
Deans

Student
Affairs Other

Finance/
Administration

32
13

58 40

184
104

9
42
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EDUCATION &
TRAINING RESOURCES
The diversity of teaching, research, and public service that occurs within Oregon State University is both significant 
and extensive. The people that create this diverse activity includes over 12,000 employees engaged in a variety of 
working environments, often using highly specialized tools and equipment. To support faculty and staff in these 
endeavors, Environmental Health and Safety (EH&S) provides education and training resources related to the working 
environments and needs.

EXPOSURE
OSU employees participate in a variety of potentially hazardous activities in the field, laboratory, and industrial 
settings where lack of adequate training could cause personal injury or damage to property or equipment.

Federal and State environmental health and safety regulations require initial and refresher training for all 
employees.

Many University permits and licenses, government agencies and non-government organizations require employee 
training and proficiency.

In order to accomplish the University’s mission of teaching, research, and public service, employees must be trained 
in areas related to environmental health and safety.

ISSUES IDENTIFIED
Supervisors need to identify work tasks and associated training requirements of their employees and  
consult with EH&S when appropriate.

Increase faculty and staff participation and utilization of EH&S training resources, especially in the area of 
 laboratory safety.
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SUCCESSES

RISK CONTROL
Improve existing and develop additional courses to meet 
the growing training needs of OSU’s employee population.

Utilize new PI Lab Registration Tool and Training Needs Tool 
to identify and prioritize training needs for department 
programs.

Expand online delivery of courses to allow flexibility and 
increase accessibility for employees receiving the training.

Educate supervisors on mandatory training requirements 
as defined in employees’ job description and ensure 
completion of training is documented.

Coordinate EH&S training data into the soon to be 
developed OSU Learning Management System.

Topic # of employees trained

Biohazards

Laboratory Safety

Radiation Safety

X-Ray Safety

Safety Data Sheets

Fire Extinguishers

Animal Handler

Laser Safety

Respirator

Safety In Motion

Hazardous Waste

Universal Waste

Safety for Vet Med students 

726

75

1931

59

132

1788

536

665

70

151

131

1997

658

EH&S provides a variety of education and training 
resources for OSU faculty and staff. Education 
and training highlights for FY16 include in-person 
presentations, guest-lectures, and online training 
offerings to engage in a variety of learning modalities.

Program Specific Trainings

Other unique training offerings include:

Biosecurity drills

Department Safety Coordinator’s seminars

Guest lectures for Public Health and College of 
Agricultural Sciences

Emergency response team training

OSU Training Days

Safety in Motion
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EMERGENCY 
MANAGEMENT
The Emergency Management Program coordinates the integrated preparedness for crisis response of University 
incidents and the management of consequences resulting from the incidents.

Working with Colleges/Departments, plans and localized programs are developed to implement the four phases of 
emergency management - preparedness, response, recovery and mitigation - for each entity, thereby increasing the 
resiliency of each program.

Periodic drills and exercises are conducted to train, test, and improve personnel capabilities and systemic plans.

EXPOSURE

Not enough water or supplies are available for a disruption of service.

Increase planning and education efforts of with colleges and departments.

Not all building occupants are aware of their emergency evacuation plan.

12,023 employees (average headcount)

27,039 annual student (FTE) enrollment

Public participation in events (athletic events, conferences, lectures, camps)

ISSUES IDENTIFIED
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RISK CONTROL
Revision of OSU Emergency Operation Plan to  
incorporate additional Annexes and Appendices

Develop Emergency Operation Center Plan

Increase the number of buildings conducting 
evacuation drills

Obtain emergency supply storage for stockpiling of supplies

SUCCESSES
9 Exercises conducted

26 Preparedness Bulletins Issued

38 Department Emergency Plans 
developed

61 Emergency Preparedness  
presentations conducted

Development of OSU Incident 
Management Teams for  
coordinating emergency response

Upgrading of the OSU Alert texting 
and calling emergency notification 
capability

Commencement of 18-month Natural 
Hazard Mitigation Plan Study

Evacuation drills & OSU exercises 
conducted FY15

Drill - Evacuation

Exercise - Team

Outreach & Engagement

Exercise - Tabletop

49

4

4

1

CRISIS MANAGER APP
A snapshot of the Crisis Manager App, which is available 
on IOS and Android. For help with other devices, visit the 
Emergency Preparedness website.
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FY16
SUCCESSES

Reduction in Workers’ Compensation 
insurance premium based on NCCI class 
code assignments.

$
SAIF recognized OSU has one of the highest 
Employer-at-Injury Program (EAIP) wage  
reimbursement agencies in the state. 
Over 10 years, OSU has been reimbursed 
$1,019,551.26 in wages.

72
Seismic gas shutoff valves added to 12 
additional buildings taking the total to  
72 buildings.

Upgraded the OSU Alert texting and calling 
emergency notification capability

Conducted a significant number of 
radiological, biological, and occupational 
safety classes for students, faculty and 
staff to impart knowledge and outline  
safety expectations.

$ Increased personnel in Enterprise Risk 
Services to support the University’s needs 
related to safety, risk management and 
emergency management.

Delivered a presentation on Risk 
Assessments at the RIMS National 
Conference. 

Programmatic assessment and risk reduction tools were developed to assist University 
departments and units with planning, risk management and regulatory compliance:

Risk Assessment Tool,

Emergency Management Template,

Laboratory Assessment and  
inspection database,

Chemical handling and management program,

Obtaining insurance endorsements to existing 
insurance to support unique University needs, and

Implementation of a blanket travel insurance policy and 
central funding for those traveling on behalf of OSU.

Risk Management was awarded a $5,000 
grant to fund a student intern.
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Enterprise Risk Services endeavors to support the University’s mission 
through building a comprehensive risk management culture that begins with 
risk identification, risk assessment and risk control with the overall intent of 
protecting students, faculty, employees, and University property and resources. 

The issues identified throughout this report, and specifically laboratory safety, 
chemical handling and disposal and emergency management, will remain a high 
priority. Assessment tools, such as the Risk Assessment and the Laboratory 
Assessment, will continue to be used at a greater frequency to reduce the 
University’s exposure and increase safety. Students, faculty and employees will 
be encouraged to use self-assessment tools, will have access to training and 
educational tools, and will be reminded that everyone has accountability in risk 
management and the safety of one another and one’s self.

Enterprise Risk Services looks forward to working with the University community 
in this coming year.

LOOKING
FORWARD
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